
THE OSINTO 
SCOUTING 
SERVICE

YOUR BOOTS ON THE GROUND



We live and breath aviation and aerospace 
- leverage our knowledge and insights

Trusted, honest and reputable - credible 
and reliable professionals

Scouting-as-a-service - pay for our 
sourcing expertise only when needed

Track record - we’ve found dozens of 
companies for European investors 

Let us help expand the footprint of your global scout 
network with our UK-based aviation and aerospace 
experts. Our team are entrepreneurs and pilots - as 
comfortable talking to start-ups as we are to aerospace 
engineers and investors.

INCREASED COVERAGE



We track start-ups, innovation and investments across 
four key areas of aviation and aerospace innovation. 

URBAN AIR MOBILITY - electric vertical takeoff 
and landing or eVTOL aircraft are set to change the face 
of aerial mobility across cities and regions worldwide. 
From airspace integration to infrastructure development 
we’re tracking the progress of an industry predicted to 
be worth $1.5 trillion by 2040. 

SUSTAINABLE AVIATION - as the global 
environmental movement gathers pace the spotlight is 
firmly on the aviation industry to reduce their emissions in 
the era of ‘flight-shaming’. We’re monitoring 
developments in everything from hybrid and electric 
propulsion to efficiency in aircraft maintenance and 
carbon-offsetting. 

DRONES / UAVS - the most transformative 
commercial applications for UAVs - like drone delivery 
and remote monitoring - might only be realised when 
these aircraft operate beyond visual line of sight 
(‘BVLOS’) - we’re following the companies at the 
forefront of this exciting area of aerospace innovation. 

NEW SPACE - from satellite mega-constellations 
delivering broadband services from low Earth orbit (LEO) 
to innovative ride-sharing launch services, we’re 
monitoring the growth of the commercial space industry.

OUR FOCUS AREAS

CONTACT
Charles Osborne | Founder 
charles@osinto.com | +44(0)7555 809790 | LinkedIn 
www.osinto.com | @OsintoAerospace
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